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CENTRAL ASIA 
(KYRGYZSTAN, TAJIKISTAN, TURKMENISTAN, 
 UZBEKISTAN)

Thomas Kunze | Christopher Braemer

OVERVIEW

Even though climate change is given very little 
consideration in the public’s mind and despite it only 
being discussed by niche players in government and 
civil society circles, its impact is already making itself 
felt in central Asia� This primarily affects the region’s 
two main waterways, the Amu Darya and Syr Darya 
Rivers, which originate1 in Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan 
and once flowed into the Aral Sea. A study con-
ducted as early as 2004 found that climate change 
was having a great number of effects on central Asia, 
particularly in the areas of water supply and water 
quality� The region’s water reserves – the mountain 
glaciers in Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan – are melting 
faster and faster and cannot regenerate sufficiently 
due to the lack of rainfall in winter� The rapidly melting 
glaciers may result in mudslides and subsequently 
cause the silting of the rivers, which provide drinking 
water� According to an Oxfam study,2 the changing 
climate is particularly affecting Tajikistan, the poorest 
of the five central Asian countries. The change in wea-
ther conditions is most evident here, and the extreme 

1 |  Ernst Giese and Ivo Moßig, “Klimawandel in Zentralasien” 
(Climate Change in Central Asia), Centre for Internation-
al Development and Environmental  Research, University 
of Giessen, Discussion Papers, No� 17,  Giessen, 2006, 
http://fss�plone�uni-giessen�de/fss/fbz/zentren/zeu/
Forsch/Publi/publi2/disc17/file/DiscPap_17.pdf 
[28 July 2014]�

2 |  Anita Swarup, “Reaching Tipping Point? Climate Change 
and Poverty in Tajikistan”, Oxfam International, Research 
Report, Dushanbe, 2009�

poverty of the people of Tajikistan makes the country 
the least able to adapt to the changes�

When UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon visited the 
former port city of Mo’ynoq in April 2010, he called 
the drying up of the Aral Sea “one of the world’s worst 
environmental disasters”� This is because the Aral 
Sea’s drying is contributing to both central Asian and 
global climate change� Without the evaporating sea 
water, the air in summer is becoming even drier and 
hotter� The Amu Darya and Syr Darya Rivers, which 
once flowed into the Aral Sea, lose almost 90 per-
cent of their water to farming along their courses� 
The remaining river water is highly salinated, and is 
also contaminated with pesticides due to agricultural 
sewage being dumped back into the river� The wind 
swirls the dust containing salt and pesticides from 
the dried-up Aral Sea and the river beds and carries 
it hundreds of kilometres away� Lung diseases and 
cancer, also among children, are becoming increa-
singly common�

These human-induced factors still play a role today 
in central Asia barely being able to adapt to the new 
climate conditions� Although experts have been widely 
aware of the worsening water supply situation for 
decades, almost nothing has been done to tackle the 
problem� Water is extremely cheap, which is why 
people tend to use it liberally� Many water lines and 
pipes leak, and irrigation systems often run during the 
daytime causing the majority of the water to evapo-
rate before it even reaches the ground� As a result, 
Uzbekistan has invested in new technology in recent 
years, a projected supported by funding of around 
US$1 million from international donors� Yet the Swiss 

WHERE NOW FOR VIETNAM’S CLIMATE POLICY?

Given the economic situation and the fundamental 
faults in the design of the climate strategy, one has to 
assume that Vietnam is essentially not yet ready for 
such an ambitious climate strategy� It lacks funding 
structures for renewable energies and the absolute 
political will and resolve to pursue the intended cli-
mate policy during times of economic crisis� Another, 
even more important issue is that the current eco-
nomic conditions do not allow for such an ambitious 

climate strategy� As a lower-middle-income country, 
Vietnam does not yet fulfil the requirements neces-
sary to put this kind of strategy into practice� This is 
because it needs more than just the political will for 
implementation (which is undeniably present in the 
Vietnamese government) – it also has to have the 
financial resources over the long term. The govern-
ment could decide to adapt its climate and energy 
policy so that it fits the current conditions. Whether or 
not it does so any time soon, however, remains to be 
seen�
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Agency for Development and Cooperation (SDC) and 
the World Bank predict that it would cost US$40 billion 
to modernise the entire irrigation infrastructure in 
central Asia� Technical measures alone are not the 
solution, but they are an important component of an 
overall strategy of sustainable resource management�

The growing of cotton, which constitutes a large part 
of the agriculture sector, was heavily expanded during 
the Soviet era and remains an important economic 
factor today� Cotton is a very water-intensive plant, 
however, and the majority of water is needed during 
cultivation� All central Asian states have gradually 
scaled back their cotton-growing since independence� 
Uzbekistan, the largest cotton producer in central 
Asia, has reduced the amount of land set aside for 
cotton-growing from 50 to 30 percent of its entire irri-
gated land, yet it still remains one of the ten largest 
cotton producers worldwide�

WATER SHORTAGE: CONFLICTS BETWEEN 

HIGH-LYING AND LOW-LYING STATES

All in all, climate change in central Asia amounts to 
one thing: water shortage� What makes the situation 
in central Asia particularly complicated is that the 
“high-lying” countries, that is, the countries situated 
in the upstream parts of the rivers, have control of the 
water� In central Asia that is Kyrgyzstan and Tajiki-
stan� The countries situated in the downstream parts 
of the Amu Darya and Syr Darya Rivers are what are 
called “low-lying” countries: Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan 
and Turkmenistan� There are no longer other tributa-
ries that feed into the rivers within their territories� 
This means that the low-lying countries only receive 
the water that is left to them by the high-lying coun-
tries�

The water demand in the high-lying countries has 
grown significantly in recent years. A Tajik statement 
in December 2010 in Cancún, Mexico, mostly pointed 
to Tajikistan’s hydropower potential, which it claimed 
would be able to satisfy the energy needs of the entire 
region by expanding its hydropower, without produ-
cing any emissions� It is true that there is huge poten-
tial, primarily in Tajikistan and in Kyrgyzstan as well� 
However, this would make Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan 
and Kazakhstan entirely dependent on the two moun-
tainous countries for their energy and water supplies� 
The whole region is threatening to become a ticking 
time bomb� It has already come to a head recently, 
with military tensions starting to escalate between the 
high-lying and low-lying countries�

GOVERNMENT STANDPOINTS: UN CLIMATE 

CHANGE CONFERENCES IN COPENHAGEN (2009) 

AND CANCÚN (2010)

A north-south divide exists in central Asia with 
regards to how environmental problems are per-
ceived� Kazakhstan, for instance – the most economi-
cally developed of the central Asian countries – has 
already set up a Climate Change Coordination Centre� 
This centre was born out of the working group of the 
commission established by the Kazakh government 
to deal with matters relating to the ratification of the 
Kyoto Protocol� In addition, Kazakhstan and Uzbeki-
stan have national environmental programmes, and 
Kazakhstan’s programme lists climate change pre-
vention as one of its most important goals� A number 
of local NGOs in Kazakhstan are also focusing on the 
topic of climate change� With a GDP per capita of 
US$346 a year, southerly Tadzhikistan is at the bottom 
of the economic ladder in central Asia along with 
Turkmenistan� Here, poverty and economic hardship 
are still extremely widespread in a number of regions� 
In Tadzhikistan, for instance, at least two-thirds of 
the population are living below the poverty line� It 
is therefore unsurprising that the climate change 
discussion plays almost no role in these countries, as 
the majority of the population is busy dealing with 
concrete economic problems of their own�

The staffing levels of the central Asian delegations at 
the 2009 UN Climate Change Conference in Copen-
hagen demonstrated how little importance the central 
Asian countries place on international community’s 
efforts in the area of climate protection as a whole: 
with the exception of Tadzhikistan, none of the 
countries were represented at ministerial level� But 
awareness of climate change and its effects on central 
Asia is beginning to increase among officials. At the 
2009 UN Climate Change Conference in New York, 
for instance, the Uzbek ambassador to the United 

Until the second half of the 20th century, Mo’ynoq in western 
Uzbekistan was a port city on the southern shore of the Aral 
Sea. Due to the drying up of the sea, it now lies roughly 150 
kilometres away from the coast.
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Nations, Murad Askarow, declared that climate change 
represented a challenge for all humankind� He also 
stated that the central Asian officials are aware that 
their region is particularly affected by climate change� 
In the same year, at a meeting of the central Asian 
heads of government in Almaty, Kazakhstan, climate 
change was mentioned as an additional factor in the 
drying up of the Aral Sea for the very first time. On a 
state visit to Japan in February 2011, Uzbek Presi-
dent Islom Karimow’s statement that the Cancún 
Agreements represented an “outstanding result”3 
raised the question of to what extent more intense 
cooperation between the five countries could have 
better addressed the challenges of climate change� On 
the whole, the Cancún Conference in 2010 received 
barely any coverage in the central Asian media� In 
the run-up to the conference, the official standpoints 
of the central Asian countries were rarely accessible 
to the public, and there is no information to suggest 
that any joint consultation on content or other matters 
took place�

As early as 1992, the five central Asian states signed 
the Agreement on Cooperation in the Field of Joint 
Water Resources Management and Conservation of 
Interstate Sources� They also founded the Interstate 
Commission for Water Coordination (ICWC), which 
was the first regional institution to emerge following 
independence and is to this day the only regional 
organisation that all five central Asian states belong 
to, operating under the umbrella of the International 
Fund for Saving the Aral Sea (IFAS)� But this organi-
sation and many others still continue to lack interstate 
cooperation and the joint initiative of the central Asian 
countries�

Also on the agenda for the future – particularly for 
Kazakhstan given its status as the most economically 
advanced of the central Asian countries – is a discus-
sion on how to reduce CO2 emissions�

Nuclear power as a low-carbon alternative to energy 
production from fossil fuels is barely discussed in cen-
tral Asia – despite the fact that the region possesses 
an enormous uranium deposit and is an important 
supplier for the global nuclear industry� Only Kaz-
akhstan is pursuing the use of nuclear power as a 
source of energy�

3 |  “Joint Statement between Japan and the Republic of 
Uzbekistan”, Uzbekistan Daily, 9 February 2011, 
http://uzdaily�com/articles-id-13126�htm [31 July 2014]�

PERCEPTION WITHIN CIVIL SOCIETY

After more than 20 years of independence, civil 
society in the majority of the central Asian states 
is still nascent, and the topic of climate change still 
takes a back seat to issues such as basic public 
services and economic development� Furthermore, 
many NGOs involved in environmental conservation 
lack enough resources and the necessary framework 
conditions to really tackle the issue� In recent years 
the topic of climate change has barely been broached 
in the media� The driving forces promoting the topic of 
climate change continue to be international organisa-
tions – particularly the United Nations and its affiliated 
organizations�

FUTURE PERSPECTIVES

The landlocked central Asian states are still in a pro-
cess of transformation where the international debate 
on climate change receives, at most, passing atten-
tion� Furthermore, the central Asian states are still 
failing to develop and implement strategies on how 
to deal with climate change, which could have very 
serious consequences for the region� Regional water 
management in particular needs to be improved in 
order for water resources to be used more economi-
cally and, above all, to prevent loss of water through 
leaking pipes� In addition, plant-based agriculture 
needs to be converted to a system reliant on crops 
that require less water and can tolerate extreme 
heat and an abundance of sunshine� New irrigation 
concepts also need to be introduced� So central Asia 
currently finds itself confronted with the challenge of 
shedding the environmental burden it inherited from 
the Soviet era and with the task of rectifying current 
ecological shortcomings� But what will really matter 
above all else in the coming years will be improved 
regional cooperation between the central Asian states�
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